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Gaining Employee Commitment to Go d Occupational Health
and Safety
Katie Hirst, Bachelor of Science (Health and Safety), Curtin University

"The difference between involvement and commitment is like
ham and eggs. The chicken is involved; the pig is commit-
ted." (Navratilova, n.d. p. 1)

Safety behaviour arising from legislative compliance is like the
chicken in the above quotation: workers fulfil their safety re-
quirements to "tick a box," but feel no real commitment to safety
ideals (Christian et al, 2009).

There are several drawbacks in over-reliance upon compliance as
a mechanism to elicit safety behaviour.

Enforcement is biased towards traditional and "known" haz-
ards (Johnstone, 2003) which is reactive, rather than pro-
active occupational safety and health.

Adherence to rules rather than the spirit of safety can lead to
unintended consequences as external motivation "crowds
out" intrinsic motivation (Sliwka 2007, 999; Gubler,
Larkin, & Pierce, 2013), or people try to "game" the sys-
tem (Gubler, Larkin, & Pierce, 2013; Simons, 1995).

Extending Gubler et al's (2013) research, programs rewarding
zero incidents may lead to under-reporting, paradoxically
increasing the likelihood of injury.

Stiff legislative requirements and penalties are known as a
"threat stimulus" (Strong, Anderson & Dubas, 1993),
thereby associating occupational safety and health with
negative connotations. Workers' actions following threat
messages can be inconsistent due to several mediating
variables; the severity of consequences, perceived vulner-
ability, self-efficacy, benefits from the maladaptive behav-
iour, and alternative options available (Strong, et aI.,
1993).

The ideal safety culture is therefore one where the workforce is
committed, rather than just compliant to good occupational
safety and health practice (Dejoy, Della, Vandenberg, & Wilson,
2010), and safety is held as a core value.

The key methods for an organization to encourage worker com-
mitment to occupational safety and health relate to felt leader-
ship, self-efficacy and empowerment (Hewitt, 2011); as evident
when occupational safety and health actions are devolved
throughout the workforce. Some may argue that a strong occupa-
tional safety and health system elicits commitment, however
without the leadership component, it is rather an enabler of occu-
pational safety and health behaviour (Hewitt, 2011), supporting
workers to translate intent into action. Perceived organizational
support encourages worker commitment to organizational values,
such as occupational safety and health. When employees feel
their leaders and organization supports them workers are likely to
reciprocate by growing more receptive to the organization's val-
ues (Grant, 2008; Mearns & Reader, 2008; Rhoades & Eisenber-
ger, 2002).

World Safety Journal Vol. XXII No.1 2014

How occ pational safety and health messages are "framed" is
also impo t to ensure workers "'buy into" safety intent. To
maximise orker commitment to occupational safety and health
it is vital at employees understand the underlying purpose. Si-
nek (2009 explains that people are not motivated by "how" and
"what" m ssages, but rather the "why" messages. Traditional
occupatio al safety and health messages focus on how a job is to
be perfo ed safely. Successful messages draw upon marketing
theories a d persuasion theory (Evans, 2006), which asserts that
long-term persuasion is garnered by creating favourable and
positive th ughts rather than negative (Evans, 2006).

The poster below contrast a "why" OHS message with a "how"
message t illustrate the greater effectiveness of "why" messages
in gaining occupational safety and health commitment. 'Why
messages e more likely to latch onto pre-existing worker val-
ues, and t d to be positive and affirming, reaping the benefits
outlined in ersuasion theory.

Ex
"why" essage.

(WorkS e WA, n.d)

Please
wash
your hands ...

~ After hcm.dling tOW food.

~ Aller coughing. snoeli>g or blowing your eese.

n.~atWOllt*'9'*"toondtlll •• ~~~*""" •• tlh

Together we can reduce the risk
of food contamination!

Example of a "how" message.
(SETON, 2006)

Achieving orkforce commitment to occupational safety and
health is a allenging and dynamic exercise, and may not be a
linear proce s (Hutter, 2001). However the substantial benefits to
a safety cul ure from worker commitment (Dejoy, et al, 2010)
make it a w rthy goal. Although ensuring compliance can coex-
ist with enc uraging commitment, a healthy occupational safety
and health s stem balances both components. Compliance works
best as a safi ty net, whilst commitment, although more challeng-
ing to attain, is more conducive to exemplary occupational safety
and health p actices (Christian et al, 2009).

Page 6
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21th WSO International
Environmental and Occupational Safell &<Heallh~"",,_-
Plofessional Development Svmp sium

"Safety Across Multi-Disciplined Organizations with Globa Lessons to Inspire Local Actions"

The Symposium presentations this year will focus on multi-disciplined c operation between different organizations and
cross-disciplinary research that addresses safety promotion and injury pr vention. This important theme of the 2014 Sym-
posium is how we learn from one another's experiences in different organi ations and countries. The Symposium will focus
on how to build connections and research partnerships between these differ nt sectors.

The 27th Annual Symposium will provide a unique opportunity for the SO members from the USA to meet members
from other countries where the WSO is represented through the WSO tional Offices, WSO Chapters, and individual
members. Participation in the Symposium will provide a forum for inform ion exchange, networking, professional contact
with other members, safety professionals, but most of all, learning about n w programs and professional knowledge at ses-
sions, panels and workshops presented during the Symposium. The Symp sium format consists of presentations, lectures,
panels, workshops and plenary sessions. As a part of the program sympo ium attendees are invited to participate in the
"WSO Global Safety Round-table" discussion where the suggestions, co ents, resolutions, etc., will be formatted for sub-
mission to governmental legislation and Missions of the United Nations, ternational Labor Organization, World Health
Organization, and similar rule-making groups on the local, national and inte ationallevels.

Detailed information and a downloadable registration form are available on e WSO website: www.worldsafety.org.



International Solutions for Improving ~~ommunityHealth
and Workplace Safety
WSO Global Safety Round Table Report for the United N« tions' Economic and Social Council

By Dr. Janis Jansz. RN, RM, Dip. Tch., BSc. Grad. Dip. OHS, MPH, PhD Curtin University, Faculty of Health Science; Edith Cowan University,
School of Business; Robert V. Trapani, WSO-CSS/CHME, CET, CIT, Environmental E gineer; B.A. Arizona State University; Engineering Manage-
ment, California Institute of Technology, Arizona Department of Transportation; Robert randys, PhD, MPH, PE, CIH, CSP, OEHCS, Inc., Hinsdale,
Illinois; and Gail Brandys, MS, CSP, OEHCS, Inc., Hinsdale, Illinois.

Abstract
Community and workplace safety improvements are an important concern for the Unitec Nations Economic and Social Council. At the 26th World
Safety Organization International Environmental and Occupational Safety and Health Symposium focus group research was conducted with partici-
pants from twelve countries to identify international emerging issues in community and workplace safety and to develop risk control recommenda-
tion for these concerns. This article describes the outcomes of the focus group findings w ich were that health and safety education should be taught
to children in pre-school, improvements were required for sports safety, there was a n ed to involve everyone in the organization in workplace

Key words: Pre-school education. Sports safety. Health.
Safety. Environmental management. Indoor air quality. Occu-
pational exposure limits.

Introduction
World Safety Organization has Consultative Status to the United
Nations Economic and Social Council. At the 26th World Safety
Organization International Environmental and Occupational
Safety and Health Symposium held at the Hilton Hotel in Mis-
sion Valley, San Diego, California, USA, on the 9th of September
2013, a Round Table discussion was held to provide advice to
this United Nations Council on international solutions for im-
proving community health and workplace safety. At this Round
Table focus group discussion there were over 70 participants
who came from the following countries: Australia, Canada,
Lebanon, Malaysia, Nigeria, Panama, Philippines, Qatar, Saudi
Arabia, Taiwan, United Arab Emirates and the United States of
America.

From this focus group four main discussion themes emerged:
• Health and Safety Education to be provided for Pre-School

Children
• Sports Safety
• Involving Everyone in the Organization in Workplace

Safety and Health Management
• Workplace Environmental Management

Health and Safety Education to Be Provided
for Pre-School Children
Findings of the focus group participants were that much of what
people learn begins in early childhood, so this is where health
and safety needs to begin. Pre-school children often take infec-
tions home to other members of their family. For this reason for
children in all countries in the world an important skill that
should be taught in pre-school is how children need to correctly
wash their hands, and when children need to wash their hands to
prevent the spread of infections. Pre-school children also need to
be taught to drink water from a clean cup, not a drinking foun-
tain, as many children using a common drinking fountain assist
with the spread of throat infections, particularly those caused by
streptococcus. Using simple hygiene measures can reduce com-
munity mortality rate from 60% to 2.2% (Simkin, 2012).
Children can also have a positive effect on improving health-
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related be aviors of their parents. An example of this is when
children e couraging their parents not to smoke cigarettes. Chil-
dren that I am early in life about the ill health effects of cigarette
smoking a e likely to tell their parents to cease smoking as they
want their parents to be healthy, but also because they do not
want their own health harmed by side-stream smoke (second
hand smo] ~). Having their child disapprove of their actions may
encourage parents who smoke cigarettes to stop smoking. Today,
smoking i not allowed in public buildings and workplaces in
many countries. \.

Educating children in pre-school about health and safety will
enable the children to bring their knowledge to encourage their
parents an other family members to have a high standard of
health and safety practices in their home and community. Also if
a young cl ild learns to consider health and safety in everything
the child des, when they do go to a workplace for their employ-
ment, they ~ill be in the habit of automatically fmding the safest
and healthi st way to perform work tasks. This will have long-
term benef ts of decreasing workplace injuries, work-related ill
health and ayments for workers compensation.

Sports Sa ety
While pare ~ts may consider health and safety for many aspects
of their chi dren's life, this does not always extend to when their
children pk y sports. This may be due to the competitive nature
of the activ ies and the desire to see their child win. Some exam-
ples of chil sports injuries include repetitive strain injury when
the same St ts of muscles are used repetitively, such as when a
child spend s a long period of time as a pitcher at a baseball
game. To r inimize the occurrence of repetitive strain injuries,
children sh uld be taught to play in a variety of positions on a
sports team particularly when they are young, and should per-
form no on -muscle action for more than 30 minutes without a
rest or chan e of required muscle actions. Other problems related
to playing ~lPorts that may affect the players' safety and health
are environ rental factors such as playing sports outdoors when
the weather is very hot, or playing sports when lightning is
crackling in the sky. Casa, et aI., (2012, p.96) has recorded that
the 10 most ommon causes of sudden death in sports are:

• Asthrr a
• Catast ophic brain injuries
• Diabetes
• Exertii nal heat stroke
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• Exertional hyponatremia
• Exertional sickling
• Head-down contact in football
• Lightening
• Sudden cardiac arrest

Harmon, et al. (2011) identified that between January 2004 and
December 2008 there were 273 sudden deaths of participants
during sporting activities in Members of the National Collegiate
Athletics Association in the United States of America (USA).
Mathews, et aI., (2012) examined the statistics for marathon run-
ners' deaths in the USA for the period 2000 to 2009 and identi-
fied that for the 6 women and 22 men (a total of 28 deaths in 10
years) who died due to participation in a marathon run the most
common cause of death was a cardiac arrest.

To maintain good health and safety, before training or a sports
game commences, a risk assessment should be conducted that
considers sports participant's health, environmental factors, the
work processes that are part of the sport, and the skills and abili-
ties of individual players. For example, in certain parts of the
world children ride sheep or bulls for sport. In animal riding
sports, environmental factors that should be considered include
the temperature (ensure the weather is not too hot or cold); the
ground, if there is snow or uneven ground, soft or hard ground;
any obstacles or barriers on the ground. If the rider could fall
from the animal they are riding, then the rider should be wearing
personal protective equipment in the way of clothing and should
also wear a helmet to protect their head. In some parts of Amer-
ica this is a problem as the parents believe that this is un-
American not to take risks and wearing a helmet. For this reason,
education in sports safety and the consequences of not using
good health and safety practices needs to be provided at the be-
ginning of primary school to children, so that they do not have
future health problems due to childhood sports injuries.

If environmental consideration are not assessed heat related ill-
nesses and deaths during sporting activities can occur as chil-
dren's bodies have a higher surface area ratio than adults; they
have a lower perspiration rate and their metabolic rate is higher
than adults at the same rate of activity so children produce more
body heat when participating in sporting activities and loose this
heat at a slower rate (Marshall, 2010). Another important aspect
of risk assessment is the need for more complete physical exams
of athletes before engaging in rigorous sports. An inordinate
number of soccer field and football field deaths occur with
youngsters and teens who have unknown, underlying heart con-
ditions. Many of these conditions can be identified with a more
complete physical exam, but few school districts perform them.

A problem with some athletics is that they are proud of having
sporting injuries and encourage the next generation to take the
same risks as they took, in the name of sports' excitement. Peo-
ple have to value their health and safety, and that of their chil-
dren before changes can be made. There is an old saying that a
person cannot be helped until they understand that they need
help, and that it takes a village community to raise an alcoholic.
In other words, what society values is what will be enforced for
people's acceptable behavior, so starting the young in learning
good health and safety practices is very important.

Another example of pride interfering with good health and safety
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is the co ection between repeated concussions during sports
such as f otball and physical and mental health later in life. For
example ehman, Hein, Baron & Gersic (2012) conducted re-
search to valuate the incidences of neuro-degenerate deaths in a
cohort of 3,439 ex USA National Football League players. This
research entified that, due to recurrent mild traumatic brain
injuries ( oncussions) the neurodegenerative mortality of this
cohort wa 3 times higher than for the general USA population.
Many ath etes feel the need to get back in the game after they
have sus ined a concussion. Concussion awareness training,
proper fi . g equipment, better medical treatment, longer recu-
peration f e, and closer monitoring of illegal moves on the field
can help minimize the lifelong, life changing problems of
chronic p in and mental deficits (Lehman, Hein, Baron & Ger-
sic, 2012). Thomas et al. (2011) evaluated the US NationalReg-
istry of S den Deaths in Young Athletes (J980-2009) and iden-
tified that f the 1,827 deaths of people under 21 years old who
died while participating in sports activities the largest number of
deaths (14 ) occurred while the athlete was playing football.

Everyone in the Organization in Workplace
Safety a d Health Management
Just as it i important for everyone in the community to be in-
volved in ood health and safety practices, it is important for
everyone i a workplace to do this. In a workplace, the person
with the m st power to affect the work environment, work proc-
esses, equi ment and products used and the actions of employ-
ees, is the mployer or Chief Executive Officer (CEO). For this
reason, to e effective, the Safety and Health Professional should
attend soci I activities as well as work activities at which the
CEO will e present, to keep up to date with what is happening
in the con ideration and implementation of good occupational
safety and ealth practices.

Having go d occupational safety, health and environmental man-
agement m st be company values to promote a positive culture
in the work lace in relation to these values. Priorities change, but
values rem in.

Often com any CEOs think that they know all about safety in
relation to t eir company, but they do not. Workplace health and
safety advi ors are usually needed to keep everyone in the com-
pany up t date with current occupational safety and health
knowledge.

CEOs do n t always know everything that occurs in their com-
pany. Often they only know what they are told by other company
managers. or example when the Deepwater Horizon oil rig ex-
ploded wit the loss of life of 9 platform workers and 2 engi-
neers, 4 of e 6 BP employees who were on board this oil rig
were there 0 congratulate senior Deepwater Horizon staff on
having 7 y ars of operation without a single loss time injury
(Roach, Ha ris & Williamson, 2010; Deepwater Horizon Study
Group, 201 ). The CEO ofBP, Mr. Tony Hayward, thought that
health and s fety was well managed on the Deepwater Horizon,
but unfortun tely cost cutting measures of several million dollars
that ignored safety concerns (Waxman, 2010) resulted in an ex-
plosion that roduced an oil spill of 4.9 million barrels of crude
oil that was released into the Gulf of Mexico producing an oil
slick that co ered 6,500 km2 and polluted hundreds of kilometers
of beaches, etlands and estuaries on the Gulf of Mexico Coast
(Kostka et a 2011; Rico-Martinez, Snell & Shearer, 2013). Sav-
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ing money by not ensuring safety had, by 2013, cost BP US$14
billion in clean-up costs, payments ofUS$1l,003 million to the
USA Federal and State Governments, to individuals and busi-
nesses and a fme of US$4 billion for the death of the 11 people
killed in the Deepwater Horizon explosion (Ramseur & Hagerty,
2013). BP also had over 100,000 private claims made against it
in relation the Deepwater Horizon explosion and resulting oil
spill which in 2013 were being settled with a limit of US$2.3
billion for seafood compensation and the remainder of the claims
being expected to be settled for approximately US$7.8 billion
(Ramseur & Hagerty, 2013). In part this is an example of the
cost of the CEO not understanding the importance of workplace
safety and promoting a culture of safety at BP.

To enable CEOs to have a better understanding of what is hap-
pening in their company it is also necessary to have employees
who are doing the hands on work elect employees from their
work group. Countries that have ratified the International Labour
Organization (lLO) Convention ISS calls these elected employ-
ees Safety and Health Representatives. In all these workplaces,
as well as having safety representatives, there is usually a work-
place health and safety committee composed of an equal number
of health and safety representatives and workplace managers
who include the CEO. Through the information provided to, and
provided by this committee, good occupational safety and health
practices can become a normal part of work for everyone in the
company.

It is very important to enable good workplace health and safety
practices in the role of the supervision since the supervisor usu-
ally organizes employees' daily work, provides education on
safety work practices, and observes employees' work to ensure
the work is performed correctly. The pressure that comes from
managers above the workplace Supervisor can affect the Super-
visor's decisions. If the company values are production at all
costs without considerations of employee health and safety, then
this value can affect the Supervisor's decisions. If workplace
health and safety as well as production is a value and the supervi-
sor has this assessed as part of their performance management,
then the supervisor is more likely to consider and implement best
work practices.

The workplace health and safety advisor also has a role to play in
letting the CEO, and other people who are business decision
makers, know the cost of including safety and health work prac-
tices, and the cost of not having these, as businesses need to
make a profit to remain financially viable. It is also important for
companies to measure positive performance indicators, such as
having good safety management plans and systems, as these
show where the company is going with their occupational safety
and health management and using positive performance indica-
tors can decrease company insurance premiums, reduce worker's
compensation costs and improve employee productivity. Log
indicators, such as loss time injuries, show where the company
has been with its safety management and can identity opportuni-
ties for improvement in the company's safety and health manage-
ment.

Experienced workplace health and safety advisors have much
knowledge to offer not only to the people in their workplace, but
also to the next generation of health, safety and environmental
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managem nt advisors. Organizations, including World Safety
Organizat on, need to encourage their experienced workplace
health an safety advisors to be the peer mentors for the next
generatio as much learning is achieved when working in indus-
try as we I as from classroom learning. Professional organiza-
tions nee to have links to colleges and universities where work-
place hea h, safety and environmental management is taught to
provide t ese students with practical workplace experience and
peer ment ring.

Some stat s in the USA require that asbestos building inspectors
work und r a mentor for one year after completing their inspec-
tor cours work. This is particularly useful since a three-day
classroom experience is not sufficient to address all the issues
that an as estos inspector will encounter in the real world.

Workpla e Environmental Management
Part of go d workplace safety and health is environmental man-
agement. the modem world, workers are exposed to hundreds
if not tho sands of potentially-hazardous chemicals every day.
These che icals come from the outdoor environment and indoor
environme ts both at home and in the workplace. With recent
efforts for Global Harmonization of chemical information in the
occupatio al arena, it seems appropriate to also share informa-
tion betwe n countries on occupational exposure levels. For ex-
ample, US OSHA has occupational exposure limits for about 600
chemicals, whereas globally, the various industrialized devel-
oped coun ies have occupational exposure limits for over 6,000
chemicals. This information includes occupational exposure lim-
its for 8-h ur industrial exposures as well as long-term exposure
limits for door air quality. This is valuable information that
safety and health professionals can use to better evaluate and
control che ical exposures in aJI indoor environments.

The adopti n of the Global Harmonization System for chemical
hazard ide tification is a wonderful first step in standardizing
chemical azard information worldwide. Countries should be
encourage to share the wealth of their knowledge of workplace
chemical a d biological exposure standards so that all workers
can benefit from the most comprehensive knowledge available
on protecti n from chemical and biological exposures.

Reduction if Harmful Microbial Contamination in Work
Places
Microbial c ntarnination of the work environment is a relatively
new conce in the area of worker health. This has taken on even
more impo ance with the development generic engineering tech-
nologies th t allow the mutation of both mold and bacterial spe-
cies. It is' portant that the potential risks to worker health be
both reco . ed as well as managed by competent and ade-
quately trai ed individuals. Training materials on this subject
area are wo fully lacking on a global basis. The UN should con-
sider devel ping training materials that can be used by both de-
veloped an developing countries.

Indoor air q ality can also be significantly affected by microbial
contaminati n (Jansz, 2011 b). Management decisions to reduce
energy use an result in a serious reduction in outside air deliv-
ered to a b ilding and consequential increases in the indoor mi-
crobialleve s (Jansz, 201la). Many new building today contain
an indoor" een" area with numerous plant species. At the same
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time, these plants and the soil supporting their growth contain
high levels of microbial species. When outside air is reduced in
these building areas, the building essential operates as a green
house, exposing office workers to "green-house" workers' health
risks which are well documented in the literature. This presents a
serious health risk, especially at night when many "energy effi-
cient" building turn off ventilation systems. Subsequently, work-
ers entering the building at the start of the workday can be ex-
posed to unhealthy levels of mold, bacteria and endotoxins. Un-
fortunately, this indoor air quality health risk is not well recog-
nized or even considered by building owners (Jansz, 2011c).
This health risks in buildings with internal "green" areas need to
be made a priority since this is an expanding area of new build-
ing design and construction.

An Environmental Workplace Management Recognition and
Incentive Program
An example of best practice in environmental management
comes from the State of Arizona Department of Transportation
(ADOT) which, in 2008, implemented effective environmental
workplace management recognition and incentive program called
the "Environmental Green Shop Award Program." The goal was
to "Go Green" at the 22 equipment repair shops located through-
out the State of Arizona. This was accomplished and has evolved
beyond what was originally anticipated.

The program started with a focus on the proven principles of
Reuse, Reduce and Recycle. It quickly expanded to emphasize
the conservation of energy, water, consumables and petroleum
fuel, while at the same time reducing and minimizing source
waste. ADOT's commitment to 'green initiatives' and 'zero
waste' is part of the culture and is the mission of the Agency
with core values aimed at improving environmental impact and
sustainability in order to achieve a competitive value-added busi-
ness advantage through sustainable business approaches. One of
the results of this program was improved efficiencies resulting
from a cleaner shop and structured work practices. As a result of
this program the repair shops have realized savings on chemical
purchases; disposal costs; regulatory monitoring, reporting and
permit fees; water, electricity and sewer use charges. The success
of the Green Shop Program comes from the basic principles of
ownership and accountability.

Ownership
The Environmental Green Shop Award Program was initiated to
help reduce waste and improve sustainability based on the simple
fact that the equipment repair shops, their workers and the envi-
ronment would all benefit. The Program provided an opportunity
to apply best management practices to equipment repair shop
operations and thus reduce the cost, carbon footprint and energy
consumption of the workplace infrastructure state wide. At the
core of the program was the Best Management Practice Manual
(BMP Manual). The BMP Manual was written to provide docu-
mented guidance in order to reduce pollution, improve and en-
hance operational capabilities in an environmentally sensitive
manner. Most regulations document what has to be done to be in
compliance; but they don't explain how to do it. That's where
'best management practice' comes into play on the shop floor.
BMPs are proven guidelines and methods that help companies
and their employees become compliant and remain compliant.
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Most of t e efforts to make the repair shops 'green' came from
impIerne ing best management practices in the equipment repair
shops. Th manual was made readily accessible to all technicians
on the sh p floor and was included on all company desktop com-
puters. It provides guidelines and procedures for employees to
follow. F m its inception the Program has empowered employ-
ees to go above and beyond' to make a meaningful difference by
engaging orkers as 'Green Shop Teams' to implement and im-
prove env onmental sustainability, which is both good for busi-
ness and t e planet. Each year the best new ideas, from the shops
are inco orated into the Best Management Practice Manual
making t program not only a living document but one that is
created fr m employee innovations discovered in the field.

Self-audit checklists are used for various types of tasks and re-
pair shop rocedures to ensure shops followed the BMPs, com-
plied with regulations, protect the health of employees and the
quality of e environment. The self-audit checklist was required
in order to certify a shop green, bridge the gap between the goal
and the re lity of environmental accountability as well as attest
to the sue essful efforts of the shop supervisor. Each shop com-
pleted a se f-audit inspection using the checklist twice a year and
submitted it to the Environment Engineering Manager for re-
view. The elf-audit checklist was used to review shop activities
in order t identify and select best practice for those activities
with the p tential to cause spills or releases of pollutants like oil,
grease an or fuel, to identify inlet and discharge points and to
identify an illegal connections. The Checklist was not used for a
'gotcha,' b t as a tool to help identify some of the things that
might be d ne in a better manner.

The Self-a dit checklist is divided into four parts:
Enviro ental Com liance. Ensures environmental compli-

anc at the shops.
uest or a Green Sho . Identifies shop practices that impact

env onmental sustainability, moves the repair shops
bey nd compliance and towards a more 'green' environ-
me tal footprint.

Action Plan. Creates a plan of action for everyone to con-
tinu to move each repair shop towards a more 'green'
wor place.

Person I Effects of Goin Green. Identifies the per-sonal
pro am benefits.

Accountabi ity and Rewards
Unannounc d audits are performed annually. These audits pro-
vide a me d of extensive data collection, reviews, validation,
documentati n, communication and reporting. Checklists are
scored and quipment shops must obtain a minimum score for
compliance ertification. A scoring metric was developed and is
used to eval ate and rate the quality of implementation of BMPs
in the equip ent repair shops. This numerical rating system indi-
cates overal implementation of BMPs including consistency of
the Self-Au it Checklist with an actual onsite evaluation. Green
Shop Awar recipients are chosen based on their score after re-
viewing the' second Checklist and unannounced site inspection.
The shop w th the highest score is the winner. Winning shops
receive a Gr en Shop Flag for the shop front, a Green Shop Ban-
ner to hang side their shop, a handsome award plaque, a Star
Performer A ard and Green Shop embroidered uniform patches
for all shop personnel. The winning shop team gets a day off
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work with pay. The ceremony includes the State of Arizona De-
partment of Transportation Director presenting awards and words
of gratitude to the winning team members.

Winning shops are also judged on the following:
Environmentally friendly new procedures or systems devel-

oped;
Implementation ofa variety of best practice measures to

reduce the amount of chemicals stored;
Effectiveness and safety of hazardous materials manage-

ment, waste management and hazardous materials storage;
The hazards of the chemicals used. (Is the least toxic chemi-

cal fit for the purpose used?);
Amount of hazardous waste generated while minimizing the

employee exposure and lessening environmental impact;
Number of reported spills or releases within the past year;
Use of environmental friendly equipment and new proce-

dures or new systems developed;
Level of compliance with all environmental regulations (no

Notice of Violations or fmes by regulatory agencies);
Personal housekeeping;
Overall shop cleanliness;
Contributions made to advance environmental leadership;
Maintenance and improvement of environment programs at

the shop;
Timely submittals ofthe shop Self-Audit Checklists;
Consistency of checklist findings with unannounced onsite

evaluations;
Commitment to continue complying with pertinent regula-

tions and implementing the measures chosen from the
Checklist;

BMPs manual requirements implemented and manuals
maintained in good condition;

Implemented measures contribution to sustainability;
Commitment to continue demonstrated initiatives (reporting

a problems, prompt clean-up);
Other achievements related to shop work practices made to

improve environmental management and sustainability.

The green initiatives that Shops have put into practice have sig-
nificantly reduced the amount of waste generated and has some-
time eliminated waste production. This can be attributed to the
process of recycling thousands of used tires, lead-acid batteries
and filters along with tons of scrap metal and thousands of gal-
lons of motor oils and other fluids. There are recycling bins in all
shops and at fuel islands to recycle paper, cardboard, plastics,
and aluminum cans. Shops have implemented additional green
measures to conserve water and improve energy efficiency.

The Environmental Green Shop Award Program has supported
each shop in exceeding national environmental compliance stan-
dards and encourages each shop to move beyond compliance in
their own way. The Program continues to encourage a long-
lasting, sustainable commitment to protecting public health and
improving and preserving Arizona's beautiful natural surround-
ings. The Program sends a clear message about the importance of
being environmental stewards and strives each day to make a
positive impact to the environment, customers and to the citizens
of Arizona. The State of Arizona Department of Transportation
actions and policies make a difference! More information about

this pro m can be obtained from Mr. Robert V. Trapani, CET,
CIT, WS -CSS/CHME, Environmental Engineering Specialist,
phone (6 2) 712-6177 or email: rtrapani@azdot.govorcontactat
the Arizo a Department of Transportation, 2225 S. 22nd Ave.,
Phoenix, . ona, 85009 USA.
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Safety Auditing [1]
Dr. Milos Nedved, F.S.I.W.A., MAH.R.1. Adj.Assoc. Professor, School of Business, Edith Cowan University. Asst. Director, World
Safety Organization National Office for Australia. I

Abstract
Safety Auditing is required to ensure that all workplace hazards are identified and the risk of hazards causing harm is either elimi-
nated, or risks of identified hazards causing harm are reduced to as low as practIcal. This article is the first in a series of four articles
on safety auditing. It identifies the arrangements required for safety auditing, t?e major elements required to be included in a safety
audit and includes case studies on safety auditing. I

Key words: Safety audits. Accident prevention. Hazard identi- The potential for injury, occupational disease and material loss in
fication. Risk control. the minin~1 and mineral processing operations is enormous. Ex-

amples w uld include fires, explosions, ground fall accidents in
Introduction undergrou d mines, accidents related to operation of machinery
Safety auditing has been playing a significantly increased role in and to machinery failure, transport accidents occupational lung
the prevention of accidents and ill health at work over the last 20 disorders and many others. Injury to the people would be only
years or so. A variety of measures have been used to evaluate one side of the coin. The other side of the coin would be heavy
and measure the organizational performance in this field. Most of fmancial losses as a consequence of even a minor accident,
these measures and relevant quantitative indices are reactive and which may lead to lengthy downtime.
calculated on the basis of the consequences, i.e. , the accidents
and occupational disorders we have not been able to prevent.
Examples include lost time injuries, first aid injuries, or medical
treatment injuries, as well as restricted duty injuries.

The system safety approach involves concentrating on the pre-
ventive measures before occupational accidents and diseases
occur. This is connected with the effort to develop predictive
measures ofthe occupational safety and health performance. One
of these predictive measures, and a very powerful one, is audit-
ing of the critical range of the accident prevention processes. For
some organizations this includes not only safety but also other
loss prevention measures.

Safety Auditing
In order to be an effective predictive technique, auditing must
address not only the physical working environment, but also all
management processes managing the physical working environ-
ment, i.e., all relevant aspects of human factors. Therefore, audit-
ing will give a reasonable indication of how well an organiza-
tion's occupational safety and health program is working in all
its aspects, e.g.:

• how hazards are being identified
• how hazards are being controlled
• how accidents are being avoided

In the US a number of large companies, which were noted for
profitability as well as good safety records, were convinced that
effective safety and loss prevention programs were essential for a
company's prosperity and accepted as an integral part of a good
business (Safety Audit- A guide for the chemical industry, 1986).
One requirement of such programs was that efficiency should be
checked by the introduction of safety audits to ensure that the
company's assets were effectively safe-guarded.

Based on the experience of large industrial companies, safety
auditing has become an integral part of occupational safety and
health across the board, including e.g. universities (University of
Wollongong, 2013).
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The major objective of safety auditing is to determine the effec-
tiveness of the company's occupational safety and health man-
agement system. Detailed objectives should cover the examina-
tion and assessment of all safety aspects of every occupational
activity. These activities should include, among others:

• design and commissioning of the equipment
• technical operations
• operating procedures
• maintenance
• permit-to-work system
• personnel selection and placement
• job descriptions and job safety analysis
• emergency procedures
• investigation of accidents and near misses
• management and employee training
• purchasing
• housekeeping
• monitoring the work environment

Safety audits should involve a systematic, critical appraisal of all
potential hazards involving personnel, machinery and equipment,
operations and services including management and first line su-
pervisors. The audits need to ensure that a company's occupa-
tional safety and health systems, as a minimum, fully satisfy the
relevant legal requirements.

Another essential requirement of a safety audit system is that it
should originate with the policy-making chief executive who,
together with other levels of management, has to be fully com-
mitted. They also must be prepared to adjust on their own safety
and health activities in accordance with the results and recom-
mendations of the audits. It is also essential that all relevant sen-
ior managers are directly involved in the review of audit reports,
design and implementation of an action plan and in subsequent
reviews of progress of such plan.
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Since all company's activities should be subject to audit, auditing
should involve individual employees at all levels not only as a
manifestation of management's interest and concern, but also to
encourage comments and suggestions relating to safety and
health matters. Such close cooperation between management and
workers encourages the discovery process of factors and condi-
tions which need modification and improvement, to be brought
up to a desired level.

Detailed arrangements for safety auditing depend on the size of a
company, and the range of its activities. Every good safety audit-
ing system should contain five main elements:

a) identification of possible loss-producing situations;
b) assessment of potential losses associated with these risks;
c) selection of measures to minimise losses;
d) implementation of these measures within the organization;
e) monitoring of the changes.

Organizational aspects of safety auditing generally vary from one
company to another one. Western Mining Corporation (WMC,
2004) has developed audit protocols for most of their activities
and operations. Western Australian Department of Mines and
Petroleum (Resources Safety, 2010) has developed protocols for
High Impact Function audits which examine the way in which
certain functions with a high hazard potential are performed
within an organization. The Queensland mining sector has been
recently increasing the frequency of audits on the safety and
health management systems and induction programs (McCartney
and Lee, 2012).

Several safety auditing systems, which have been successfully
used in Australia over the last 20 or so years, are discussed below
and in following papers in this series.

Safety Auditing - Lessons Learned
from Alcoa's Experience
Russel Williams in his paper delivered at a Minesafe conference
in 1993 described the developments of the safety auditing system
of Alcoa of Australia.

Alcoa of Australia, one of the world leaders in occupational
safety and health, was one of the first large companies in West-
ern Australia to develop the safety-auditing program. The initial
stage of this development concentrated on the elements forming
the basis of an excellent safety and health program. For these
elements the set of standards defining the level of performance as
regards those topics were developed. The standards for the excel-
lent criteria were also downgraded to the minimum acceptable
levels so that a scoring process could be used to judge the varia-
tion between different levels of safety performance for each of
these elements.

A series of protocols were developed to assist the auditors in
various aspects, e.g., where the relevant information would be
available in the individual departments or operations and who
would be the best contacts for obtaining such information. For
the company to enjoy maximum benefits from the cross-
pollination of ideas of the safety personnel and the line manag-
ers, the decision was made to carry out safety auditing by the
teams compromising safety and operations personnel from vari-
OUS operations. The company has also developed a relevant train-
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ing program of three days' duration, and has trained several hun-
dred safety auditors from its worldwide operations.

Safety Audit - Major Elements
The major occupational safety and health elements typically re-
viewed in safety auditing included:

• Management and involvement in the safety and health pro-
gram and the level of commitment to occupational safety
and health across the organization;

• Organization and arrangements for the safety and health
program, and the assessment of the effectiveness of the pro-
gram across the entire workforce;

• Accident investigation procedures;
• Accident prevention programs;
• Occupational hygiene programs;
• Operational procedures;
• Safety training and education;
• Human factors at work, with the emphasis on the motivation

to develop safe work practices.

Safety Audit - Assessment
According to Williams (1993) the above major elements were
further broken down to 54 different subjects covered within the
safety audit process. The company has been using four descrip-
tors - excellent, good, fair and poor - for each subject being re-
viewed. The assessment guides have been developed in order to
minimise the potential for personal bias or subjectivity of indi-
vidual auditors. The ratings have been developed on the basis of
the following:

• World class program or the one which can be described as a
benchmark, is usually rated as EXCELLENT.

• The program with no deficiencies and where the compliance
with the legislation fully exists, is usually rated as GOOD.

• Some program deficiencies exist, or where there are some
legal compliance, usually rated as FAIR.

• If many program deficiencies exist, or there are greater legal
compliance deficiencies, POOR rating is applicable.

Safety Audit - Preparation and Protocols
The safety audit process actually proceeds in two parts. The first
part is an assessment of whether the department or the plant has
the appropriate systems in place to meet the relevant safety and
health requirements. The second part of the safety audit process
centers on the verification that those systems are really being
adhered to by the plant personnel.

Sometime before the safety audit is scheduled to take place, the
safety audit team, carries out a familiarisation visit to a depart-
ment or plant to be audited. During this familiarisation visit, rele-
vant safety and health documentation is identified as audit pre-
reading materials. These materials should be related to both com-
pany safety and health programs, and to relevant legislation in-
cluding local regulations.

After that, the audit protocols can be developed, or the existing
audit protocols can be modified for the forthcoming safety audit.
The protocols should assist the auditors in their task of assessing
how well the plant or department is performing the particular
activity under review.
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The protocols should:
• Outline the intent of each step of the safety audit (e.g., what

contacts to use in the process assessment: verification)
• Establish the minimum actions needed
• Guide the safety auditors, efforts
• Guide understanding, then assessment and verification
• Recommend observations and testing to increase the audi-

tors' confidence in their findings
• Be tailored to suit the local legislation framework

Just before the safety auditors' visit, all necessary documentation
related to the occupational safety and health program, as well as
related to the legislation must be available. During the safety
audit commencement, the auditing team needs to acquaint them-
selves with the technology, processes and operations in the plant
under review. Then the auditors need to meet, in a structured
manner, as many people as possible, to discuss various elements
of the safety and health program the auditors believe exist in the
plant under review, and to what extent this program is adhered
to. The auditors' team works in this way systematically through
the entire program elements that have been selected for the audit
process, and arrives at the scores for each of the elements.

During the feedback session the review includes how well the
plant or department has done, what scores it has achieved for
various elements under review, and also some relevant comments
and observations by the auditing team of inadequacies observed
during the process. Recommendations can also be made on how
to make improvements where poor or fair scores have been iden-
tified.

Then the detailed confidential report covering all aspects of the
department's or plants safety and health performance in the ele-
ments under review is submitted to the manager of plant under
review. According to Williams, Alcoa has derived a number
benefits from the safety auditing process, in particular signifi-
cantly better understanding of safety and health practices. They
have learned a lot more about what makes people tick, how some
programs can be successful and how some can fall into a heap
due to inappropriate direction or lack of support. From a plant
perspective it is clear that it helps the plant to identity the weak-
nesses and it also gives the plant significant kudos when excel-
lent programs are identified and publicised across the company.
The plant management can establish where the plant is at that
point of time as regards its safety program, so that two or three
years later having actioned the results of the audit report they can
look back to see what progress has been made.

Safety Auditing - Developments in Some SE Asian Countries
Under the ILO (International Labour Organization) auspices, the
author of this paper has coordinated the developments of safety
auditing in a number of SE Asian countries. The first safety au-
diting in this program took place in the chemical industry in
Thailand during late 1980s. Major developmental work took
place in early 1990s in Indonesia, where it centred on mineral
processing operations, as well as on chemical and petrochemical
industries.

Safety auditing has been developed as one of the tools for major
hazard control (Nedved, 1987; Toohey, Borthwick and Archer,
2005). A number of training programs have been developed and
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tested by the Western Australian team. At a later date, research
and development work in the area of safety auditing included a
series of training programs in Malaysia. Whilst these training
programs were designed to cater for the needs of accomplished,
experienced senior occupational safety and health practitioners
(such as safety engineers, occupational physicians, occupational
hygienists and others), experience has shown that a successful
safety audit training program has to review a number of other
topics from the occupational safety and health field.

The training program needs to start with the review of the latest
concepts of accident prevention (Nedved, 1987; Tweeddale,
2003), paying adequate attention to economics of accident pre-
vention systems (Nedved, 1993). The principles of occupational
hygiene follow in the sequence (Chesson, 1994). Current "hot"
issues in occupational safety and health deserve and receive spe-
cial attention in the training program. These include the manage-
ment of hazardous chemicals in the workplace (Chesson, 1995),
and major hazard control (Nedved, 1993; WMC, 2004).

Workshops and syndicate exercises within the training course
centre on the developmental of industrial hygiene audits and the
development of safety audits (Nedved, 1994). The development
of safety audit protocols, and of relevant checklists in small
groups prior to a full day safety audit of an industrial company
gives the course participants the "real life" taste of safety audit-
ing. They also receive the guidelines on how to write up a useful
report for the plant management. In such reports, ratings given
for each element of the program under review need to be accom-
plished by extensive supportive comments, and followed by the
recommendations - usually what steps should be taken in order
to achieve the rating a level higher than the one determined dur-
ing the safety audit.

Conclusions
An organization as a whole, and also its smaller entities (plants,
departments, operations, etc.) can derive extensive benefits from
the safety auditing process.

Safety auditing identifies both strengths and weaknesses and
therefore identifies the opportunities for improvement. It also
identifies best practices, and encourages the transfer of occupa-
tional safety and health excellence within the organization.
Safety auditing provides an organization with independent as-
sessment, and makes recommendations for continuous improve-
ment. It also provides a very valuable learning opportunity, and a
snapshot of occupational safety and health management system
performance.

The next paper in this series will deal in detail with the develop-
ments of audit protocols, and of checklists for pre-audit survey
and for the actual safety audit.
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Contractors Benefit from Safety and Environmental Audits
By Dr. Donald E. Rhodes, Ph.D., WSO-CSE, CEO/Senior Managing Consultant, Behavior Safety Associates, Lakewood, CA, USA

Abstract
Safety is a management function. As such workplace managers have a responsibility to ensure that contractors working for the com-
pany have a high standard of workplace safety practices. This article describes the purpose of contractor safety audits, types of au-
dits and how contractors can benefit from safety audits.

Key Words: Contractor safety management. Safety auditing.
Accident prevention.

Safety as a Management Function
Safety, risk assessment and environmental protection are man-
agement functions. Is your company in full compliance with all
government safety, health and environmental regulations? Com-
panies must increasingly rely on contractors and outside labor as
technology expands, and downsizing coupled with corporate
reengineering continues. The impact on the bottom line of identi-
fying and eliminating hazards will increase accordingly. One
frequently-overlooked aspect of occupational safety, health, and
environmental management is safety, health and environmental
audits and inspections. These audits and inspections are the for-
mal process of evaluating contractors, subcontractors, and labor
leasing companies for safety, health, and environmental risks
associated with "equipment, materials, processes, or activi-
ties." (Kahn, Friend, and Winterberger 1996).

A common practice in some industries has been to furnish a con-
tractor or subcontractor with a questionnaire before work is be-
gun. The form may be a simple checklist verifying the requisite
licensees), appropriate liability and workers' compensation insur-
ance, an acceptable EMR rate. The process should also evaluate
a formal safety and environmental program, complete with em-
ployee training, a system for investigating incidents, identifying
hazards and providing suitable personal protective equipment.
The contractor checks the boxes "yes," signs the form, and the
company contracting for services places the questionnaire in the
project file.

"We assumed we had done our part of the job, when the contrac-
tor self-audit checklist was completed and signed," said the gen-
eral manager of the Los Angeles branch of a national company,
which recently settled out of court for an undisclosed amount
(reputedly eight figures), in the permanent disability of an em-
ployee caused by a contractor working on site. Further investiga-
tion revealed the contractor lacked a functional safety program,
and had history of high-frequency, high-severity accidents. Also,
it was not uncommon for the company to bid jobs, hire contrac-
tors, and then have them complete the self-audit questionnaire
the day the contractor began work.

Contractors Benefit from Safety Audits
Recently, more organizations which use contractors have estab-
lished formal auditing programs. "Improving financial perform-
ance is certainly one of the most important factors firms consider
when deciding whether or not to develop and implement an au-
diting program" (Nastri, 1996). Financial performance is en-
hanced by fewer injuries, increased productivity and reduced
exposure to liability for tortious acts. The bottom line benefits by
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eliminating accidents and clean-up costs from hazardous waste,
as well as ruling out litigation and stiff fines from regulatory
agencies.

However, actions like those of the Georgia construction company
which caused a worker to be buried in eight feet of clay, paying a
$26,000 OSHA fine, demonstrate regulation alone has failed to
deter non-compliance. "Passage of criminal penalties has made
local prosecutors equal partners with the regulatory agencies that
had been primarily responsible for enforcement" (Hammet and
Epstein, 1993).

The Environmental Crimes/OSHA Division of the Los Angeles
County District Attorney's Office heads a Strike Force consisting
of the Hazardous Materials Control Program of the LA County
Fire Department, the California Highway Patrol, the Los Angeles
Police Department, as well as the DA's office. Together these
agencies form a powerful team capable of acting quickly and
decisively to criminally prosecute and indict serious safety viola-
tors and environmental polluters.

Another Jury Speaks: Contractor Ordered to Pay
$22.5 Million
The "corporate veil," legal barriers traditionally protecting cor-
porate officers and directors from liability, has gradually been
worn away over the past several years according to Gary Swain
and Andre Weinstock, writing in "For the Defense," the monthly
journal of the 18,000 member Defense Research Institute. Also,
plaintiff awards have dramatically increased. A 40-year-old con-
struction worker for general contractor Tutor Saliba Corporation
at the Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum was awarded $22.5 mil-
lion in damages after being rendered a quadriplegic as a result of
a job site fall in 1994 (Francois v. Tutor Saliba Corp., Calif Su-
perCt. No. BC 130677, 8/1/96) as reported by The Bureau of
National Affairs, Inc. (8/21/96). The company was found negli-
gent in its obligation to provide a safe workplace for its em-
ployee, Michael Francois. Francois was installing fencing for a
subcontractor, Alcorn Fence Company, when he fell almost 14
feet from an unsecured plank.

No one can prove a strong self-audit program alone, or coupled
with audits by outside consultants would have prevented this
incident. However, auditing programs do identify unsafe condi-
tions, unsafe acts, and poor attitudes. Such unsafe conditions
invariably lead to unplanned releases of energy or hazardous
materials, ultimately resulting in fatalities, injuries, damage to
the environment, and property losses. Identifying unsafe acts or
unsafe conditions can prevent accidents and eliminate unsafe
conditions.
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Purpose of Safety, Health and Environmental Audits
An audit is generally regarded as a methodical or systematic
analysis of management, systems, and operations to verity com-
pliance with safety, health and environmental regulations, as well
as accepted industry standards and technology. Here the term
"audit" is used to refer to a detailed examination and verification
of written, documented policies and procedures. "Inspection"
refers to a physical site visit and safety inspection. Written safety
policies and procedures should include: management support for
an effective safety, health and environmental program, documen-
tation of regular safety meetings and management communica-
tion regarding safety, health and environmental issues, hazard
evaluation and control, incident investigation, training, safety
committee meetings and environmental management systems
(EMS), as well as procedures for safe work practices.

Stage One of an audit deals with pre-qualification. A "pre-
qualification audit" form may be used prior to actually auditing a
contractor, subcontractor, or labor-leasing company. To become
a qualified contractor (eligible for inclusion on bid lists) a con-
tractor must answer basic questions relating to their EMS, insur-
ance and workers' compensation rates, and furnish copies of in-
surance policies and workers' compensation reports. If there is a
deficiency at this stage (such as inadequate liability insurance)
the contractor is removed from qualified status, and asked to
comply. Once pre-qualification criteria have been met, Stage
Two of the audit begins. The contractor completes an audit ques-
tionnaire, then meets with an auditor or audit team experienced
and trained in safety, health and environmental auditing. If the
contractor meets the criteria of Stage Two, then Stage Three pro-
ceeds. Stage Three is a physical site inspection of the contractor
at work.

Types of Audits
Audits can be described as comprehensive, limited, formal, and
informal (Kavianian and Wentz, 1990). A comprehensive audit
reviews all aspects of the organization's safety, health and EMS
program (policy, responsibility, regulatory compliance, training,
and so on). A comprehensive contractor audit is recommended
before hiring a contractor for the first time, and when the audit
process of currently-used contractors is begun. It may be re-
peated annually or every other year, as determined by need and
company policy.

You may choose to perform the audit using your own employees,
but many contractors prefer an outside consultant for several
reasons. An outside safety consultant may be more familiar with
changing government regulations, and is objective about identi-
tying safety violations or deficiencies. Also, an experienced, well

-credentialed consultant brings the prospective of myriad pro-
grams and processes from a wide variety of industries. This di-
versity adds a dimension in-house audit can provide.

A limited audit examines a specific area, program, or problem
area, such as data for emissions or lockoutltagout policy and
practice. A formal audit focuses on a structured evaluation sys-
tem, using a detailed checklist designed to identity particular
safety and EMS problems or deficiencies within an organization.
Often contractor audits fall within this category. An informal
audit is characteristic of examining a recognized deficiency, or
following-up a prior audit of a particular area.
So an audit can be relatively simple, with a specific problem in
mind, or it can be a complete review of the safety program by the
safety staff and numerous collaborating personnel" (Kohn,
Friend and Winterberger, 1996). However, documentary evi-
dence (simply stated, proof) is required for all types of contractor
and subcontractor audits. An auditor should not accept: "Oh,
we're working on an enforcement policy for trenching and shor-
ing, and a facility compliance plan, but we haven't finalized
them yet." Either a policy exists or it does not. If not, there is a
deficiency, subject to an informal or follow-up audit before the
contractor or subcontractor can be approved.

From an organizational stand point, every manager, project man-
ager and supervisor must understand the rationale, concept and
techniques of safety and environmental audits. Audits provide
valuable information about how effectively an organization is
utilizing equipment, materials, personnel, and processes. While
safety and environmental audits are applicable to all types of
organizations, they are particularly appropriate to engineering
contractors, given the potential for costly damage to people, the
environment, equipment, and property. Audits can be viewed as
a nuisance and given cursory attention, or they can be integrated
into the total management matrix to increase profits. It's up to
you.
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Considering Cognitive Ergonomic Factors to Prevent Accidents
By Dr Janis Jansz. School of Business, Edith Cowan University. School of Public Health, Curtin University. Centre for Aboriginal
Studies, Curtin University. Curtin Health Innovation Research Institute.

Abstract
This paper examines the role of cognitive ergonomic factors in accident prevention through the use of case study examples and includes
recommended risk control strategies. From this analysis a model including consideration of cognitive ergonomic factors in accident
prevention is developed.

Key words: Cognitive ergonomics. Perception. Design. Atten-
tion. Education. Memory. Decision making. Accident prevention.

Introduction
One of the first people to consider ergonomic factors in accident
prevention was Wojciech Jastrzebowski. In 1857 Professor Wo-
jciech Jastrzebowski, in Nature and Industry, (which was a
weekly newspaper published in Pozan in Poland), had an article
published which was titled: An outline of Ergonomics, or the
Science of Work. Based on truths taken from the natural science.
He published a series of four articles on this topic. Polish people
claim that Wojciech Jastrzebowski "was the first in the world to
use and defme the concept of ergonomics" (Karwoski &
Koradecka, 1997, p. 6). The term ergonomics was used to defme
the Science of Work and the Science of Needs which together
Wojciech claimed formed the Science of Life. Wojciech used
the Greek words 'ergon' which means 'work' and 'nomos' which
means 'natural laws' to defme his new science. Ergonomics is
applying natural laws to the work done by humans.

Wojciech Jastrzebowski was not the first person to consider "the
science of matching the job to the worker and the product to the
user" (Pheasant, 1994, p.4). Archaeological evidence has identi-
fied that the ancient Egyptians used ergonomic principles when
making household equipment and work tools. The Greek civili-
zation, in the 5th century BC, added to this knowledge by not
only using ergonomic principles to design tool but also when
designing workplaces and work processes (Marmaras, Pou-
lakakis & Papakostopoulos, 1999).

Other researchers have added to Wojciech Jastrzebowski's ideas
to make considering ergonomic factors an important part of
maintaining a safe and healthy workplace environment, having
safe work processes and in assisting people to be able to make
safe work related decisions. For example, Alphonse Chapanis
(1917-2002) looked at the fact that many aircraft accidents oc-
curred on take-off and landing. He identified that a cause of most
of these accidents was that pilots became confused with the
cockpit controls for take-off and landing as the controls for the
flaps and the landing gear looked the same and were close to
each other. Alphonse Chapanis asked aircraft designers to attach
a wheel to the end of the landing gear control and a triangle to
the end of the flaps control to enable each control to be easily
distinguished by touch alone. After this design was included in
aircraft cockpit controls there were no further accidents due to
pilots mistaking the wrong control for the landing gear and the
flaps controls. This design is included in every aircraft today
(Vicente, 2004).

In the 1920s in the United States of America (USA), particularly
in the military, there were included human consideration in "the
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design of machines, machine systems, work methods and envi-
ronmental design to take into account safety, comfort, and pro-
ductiveness of human users" (Encycolpedia Britanica, 2012,
p.l). This branch of science was called Human Factors. In 1957
the Human Factors Society was formed in the USA. In Britain
the Ergonomic Society was formed in 1952 (Cornell University,
2012). In essence these two professional organizations were con-
cerned with the fit between the person, their equipment, the per-
son's work environment and with ensuring that the person's ca-
pabilities and the limitations of their ability were taken into ac-
count when designing equipment, work tasks, work environ-
ments and when providing information. In the USA this science
is still called Human Factors but outside the USA it is called er-
gonomics.

The Aims of Ergonomics are to:
Make it possible for an individual to perform tasks without

undue physical or mental fatigue.
Make performing tasks within an individual's capabilities.
Make the product and work environment fit the user.
Identify hazards and implement risk control measures to pre-

vent harm occurring to people.
Provide people with the knowledge to perform tasks safely.
Prevent accidents happening.

The science of ergonomics is further divided into Physical Ergo-
nomics, Organizational Ergonomics, Social Ergonomics, Envi-
ronmental Ergonomics and Cognitive Ergonomics as all of these
factors affect people at work.

Physical Ergonomics is concerned with human anatomical, an-
thropometric (height, reach, width of a person), physiological &
biomechanical characteristics as they relate to physical activity.
It includes considering working postures, materials handling,
movements, work-related musculoskeletal disorders, workplace
layout, safety and health.

Social Ergonomics considers people's social needs at work as
well as human potential and limitations. It includes group work,
stress, hours of work and meeting people's work related social
needs.

Environmental Ergonomics is concerned with environmental
factors like having enough light to be able to see what you are
doing clearly, having enough ventilation to be able to breath
comfortably, not having too much noise or too little of appropri-
ate noise and having a comfortable environmental temperature.

Organizational Ergonomics is the way work is designed to meet
the physical, cognitive and social requirements of people doing
the work and the requirements for the organization for products
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and/or service outputs. It includes work design, job tasks and
characteristics, job redesign, job rotation, vertical and horizontal
job enlargement, job enrichment, work characteristics, job satis-
faction and management.

Cognitive Ergonomics is the way people detect and process in-
formation.

Ergonomics is about making work and products fit people's abil-
ity. Part of cognitive ergonomics is making sure that people do
not have too much information at once to process. If too much
information is given at once either verbally, or in writing, or on a
control panel, or if information is provided in a form that is not
easily understood, or if too many alarms ring at once, it is easy to
forget something, or not see or hear something that is important.

Why do Humans Make Errors!
When considering cognitive ergonomic factors some of the rea-
sons that humans make errors are due to incorrect perception, the
design of what they see is not logical, their attention is not fo-
cused, they have a lack of education on what needs to be done to

perform their work safely, they have too much to remember or
they make poor decisions, often due to not having all of the in-
formation required to make the best decision. This paper exam-
ines at each of these factors as a cause of accidents using acci-
dent case studies and reports. It describes how the use of cogni-
tive ergonomic factors in the design stage of the equipment, work
process or work environment would have prevented the accident.

Perception
Surry (1974) developed the following accident sequence model
based on cognitive ergonomic factors.

The danger in this model can be the work environment, equip-
ment, chemicals, work processes, the actions of people or due to
other causes. Accidents are often the result of a chain of more
than one event. The first cycle of Jean Surry's model commences
by asking if there is a warning of danger build up. If the person
answers "yes" to all of the questions in this part of the cycle then
Surry (1974) states that there is no risk of the hazard causing
harm to the person. The follow on cycle begins by asking if there
is a warning of danger release. Both cycles of this model ask if
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Figure 1. A decision model of the accident process. (Surry, 1974, p. 36)
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the person is able to perceive the danger warning, recognize the
warning, knows how to avoid the danger, decides to avoid the
danger and uses their ability to avoid the danger. If the answer to
all of the questions in this model is "yes" then an accident does
not occur. If the answer is "no" to any of the questions in the
second cycle, then there is the possibility of an accident occur-
ring that results in injury, damage or even death.

Perception is how people see a situation or an object. Perception
is influenced by sight, hearing, taste, touch, information pro-
vided, education that promotes understanding and past experi-
ences. This case study from the mining industry illustrates the
importance of perception and factors that influence perception in
avoiding accidents. Mine Safety significant incident report num-
ber 153 documents that a female haul truck operator was found
dead on the ground directly below the access ladder to the
driver's deck of a Caterpillar 777D haul truck that was parked in
a designated park up area. An investigation into this accident
found that the structure of the deck plates and ladder access to
the driver's platform on the truck left an open area over the lad-
der stairwell. The access ladder top rung was lower than the
level of the truck deck. The hand rail around the deck did not
extend the full length of the ladder access and truck windscreen
but there was a flexible safety chain from the grab rail across the
stair well access. If the employee did not see this safety chain it
could be a trip hazard. If the employee tripped over this chain
the employee would have fallen backwards to the ground. As no
one saw this accident this is what was presumed to have oc-
curred. Contributing factors to this accident were the fact that
there were no written procedures for the employee to follow to
clean the windscreen on this large high truck. "The other trucks
in the mining fleet were Caterpillar 789 and 793 haul trucks,
which have an enclosed walkway around the driver's cabin and
an enclosed stairway for access to the truck" (Resource Safety,
2009 p.l).

In this case study there was no warning of danger build up or
release if the employee did not see the safety chain. Other factors
that could have affected this employee's perception of how to
clean a truck window could have been that this truck had a dif-
ferent structure around the deck that needed to be walked and
stood on to clean the truck window to the other trucks at this
work site which had a safer structure to walk on for window
cleaning. Not having documented procedures for cleaning the
windscreen of this vehicle, which included a job safety analysis,
meant that the employee did not have a clear method to use to
perform this work task that included all safety factors to be con-
sidered. Having a clear method to perform this task would have
enabled this employee to recognize the danger of the position of
the safety chain and to be able to make a decision to avoid get-
ting caught in it. As the employee was not educated on how to
clean the windows on this truck she did not perceive the safety
chain as being a trip hazard.

The importance of perception is also illustrated in the following
accident case study. On the 8 January 1989 the British Midland
Flight BD 92, a Boeing 737-400, crashed onto the embankment
of the Ml motorway near Kegworth, Leicestershire, in England.
The aircraft was attempting to conduct an emergency landing at
East Midlands Airport. Of the 126 people aboard, 39 were killed
on impact, 8 died due to their injuries and a further 74 people,
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who included seven members of the flight crew, sustained seri-
ous injuries.

Cooper (1991) reported that the British Midland 737-400 aircraft
was on a scheduled flight from London Heathrow Airport to Bel-
fast, Northern Ireland, having already flown from Heathrow to
Belfast and back that day. This plane was 3 months old. The
Pilots had not been given adequate training to be able to deal
with engine problems in this new type of plane. After taking off
from Heathrow at 7:52 pm, Flight 92 was climbing through
28,300 feet to reach its cruising altitude of 35,000 feet when a
blade detached from the fan of the port engine. The pilots did not
know the source of the problem, but a pounding noise was sud-
denly heard, accompanied by severe vibrations. Smoke poured
into the cabin through the ventilation system and a smell of burn-
ing entered the plane. Several cabin staff and passengers noticed
that the left engine had a stream of unburnt fuel igniting in the jet
exhaust, but this information was not passed to the pilots because
the passengers and cabin staff assumed the pilots were aware that
the left engine was malfunctioning. The flight was diverted to
nearby East Midlands Airport at the suggestion of British Mid-
land Airways Operations.

After the initial blade fracture, Captain Kevin Hunt had disen-
gaged the plane's autopilot. When Kevin Hunt asked First Officer
David McClelland which engine was malfunctioning,
McClelland replied: "It's the left one. No, the right one" (BBe,
1991). This is where the cognitive ergonomic factor of percep-
tion comes in. In previous versions of the 737, the left air condi-
tioning pack, fed with compressor bleed air from the left (number
1) engine, supplied air to the flight deck, while the right air con-
ditioning pack, fed from the right (number 2) engine supplied air
to the cabin. On the 737-400 this division of air is blurred; the
left pack feeds the flight deck but also feeds the aft cabin zone,
while the right feeds the forward cabin. The pilots had been used
to the older version of the aircraft and did not realize that this
aircraft was different. The smoke in the cabin led them to assume
the fault was in the right engine so the working right engine was
shut down instead of the malfunctioning left engine. Pilots had
no way of visually checking the engines from the cockpit. There
were no external cameras or mirrors to be able to see which en-
gine was on flre so the Pilots had to trial shutting down each en-
gine to see which engine had a problem. When the pilots shut
down the right engine, they could no longer smell the smoke,
which led them to believe that they had correctly dealt with the
problem. When the auto-throttle was disengaged to shut down
the right engine, the fuel flow to the left engine was reduced, and
the excess fuel which had been igniting in the jet exhaust disap-
peared so that the ongoing damage was reduced, the smoke smell
ceased and the vibration was reduced.

The dial on the two vibration gauges (one for each engine) were
small and the LED needle went around the outside of the dial as
opposed to the inside of the dial as in the previous 737 series
aircraft. The pilots had received no simulator training on how to
fly the new model as no simulator for the 737-400 existed in the
United Kingdom. At that time vibration indicators were known
for being unreliable (and in fact were normally ignored by pilots)
but, unknown to the pilots, this was one of the first aircraft at the
time to have a very accurate vibration readout.
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During the final approach to the East Midlands Airport, more
fuel was pumped into the damaged engine to maintain speed,
which caused it to cease operating and burst into flames. The
flight crew attempted to restart the right engine by windmiIIing,
using the air flowing through the engine to rotate the turbine
blades and start the engine, but the aircraft was by now flying at
185 kmIh, which was too slow for this. Just before crossing the
Ml motorway, the tail slammed onto the ground, the aircraft
bounced back into the air and over the motorway before crashing
on the opposite embankment and breaking into three sections.
The aircraft was approximately 519 yards away from the run-
way's paved surface. The last 2 people to touch the plane got it
wrong due to having an incorrect perception of which engine was
on fire. Part of the cognitive ergonomic factor of perception is
logic in design where people actually see what they expect to
see.

Design Not Logical
A cause of errors that can lead to accidents is when what a per-
son sees, or hears, or smells, or touches is not what they expect.
A group of workers who need to be considered are migrant work-
ers, as what is logical (the "normal" way to operate) in one coun-
try may not be so in another country. In part logic is taught by
past education and experiences. For example car drivers in
Europe drive on the right hand side of the road while in the
United Kingdom (Britain) they drive on the left hand side of the
road. Bridger (2009) reports that the road accident rate for British
car drivers in the United Kingdom is one of the lowest in the
world. In Europe the same British car drivers have one of the
highest accident rates. This is not due to differences in driving
skills, but to the British drivers being unfamiliar with left-hand
drive vehicles and driving on the right-hand side of the road.

James Reason (2005) told the following story to illustrate why it
is important to have logic in design to minimize the risk of errors
occurring.

"The incident. During a syringe change-over, a nurse incorrectly
re-calibrated a syringe pump delivering a morphine infusion to a
patient with stomach cancer, resulting in a fatal overdose.

The response. Institution suspended the nurse pending an investi-
gation. She was subsequently given a formal written warning,
reinstated, and retrained in the use of syringe pumps.

Incident investigation. Showed that a Grasby MS26 syringe
driver was being used. Whereas this pump is calibrated in mm
per hour, a second widely used pump, the Grasby MSI6A, is
calibrated in mm per day. During the syringe change-over, the
nurse applied the calibration principles for the MS16A pump to a
MS26 pump.

Early warning signs. Two similar errors had recently been re-
ported. Both errors were detected before harm was done.

Recommendation. Chief Pharmacist and two consultants wrote to
management requesting that a single pump be used throughout
the Trust.

Management response. Suggestion rejected because cost would
make it impossible for the institution to stay within the budget
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limits set by the regional health authority.

Recurrent system problem. In all 3 cases nurses had been work-
ing on under-staffed wards. Sisters had complained about not
having enough staff to be able to provide a safe level of patient
care, but management accepted this as a "sad fact of life" and did
not act.

Key situational factors. Equipment design, workloads, etc, were
not thought relevant. Sole focus was on nurses involved: naming,
blaming, retraining" (pp 12-13).

"Fallibility is part of the human condition. We are not going to
change the human condition, but we can change the conditions
under which people work" (Reason, 2005, p. 20). To increase
human reliability it is important to understand how the average
person thinks. If the Chief Pharmacist's recommendation to have
a single pump had been implemented there would not have been
confusion in how to calibrate the pump, and the patient would
have been given the correct dose of medication.

A lesson to be learnt from this case study is that where ever pos-
sible it is important to have consistent equipment that employees
are trained to use for set tasks in the workplace. To ensure that
errors are not made it is important that the person concentrates all
of their attention on the task that they are doing, particularly if
the risk of all hazards causing harm is not controlled.

Attention Not Focused
Pedley (1998) wrote about how the Devon County Council's
Road Safety Department aimed to improve car driver's skills.
He commenced with a story about Rosanna who stated that "I
was driving my Ford Orion through Sidmouth one Saturday af-
ternoon. I glanced to one side for just one or two seconds - and
ploughed right into the car in front" (pA3).

In Devon, instead of fining drivers or giving them demerit points
for making an error, drivers who have an accident are required,
by the Devon County Council's Road Safety Department, to at-
tend a week end course (that costs 85 pounds) to discuss, in front
of other drivers who have had road accidents, their errors and to
devise risk control measures to make them better car drivers. As
part of this course the participants spend a lot of the weekend
behind the wheel of a car with other offending motorist looking
at their driving from the back seat of the car and making recom-
mendations for improvements in driving. In this course vehicle
drivers are encouraged to reflect why they had an accident and to
devise strategies that, for them, will improve their concentration
when driving. Factors such as road and car design are not con-
sidered as in this course; all of the emphasis is placed on making
the actions of people safe.

It is not only when they are driving cars that people are not al-
ways fully focused on what they are doing. In many work situa-
tions it is necessary to be vigilant. Vigilance is sustained alert-
ness. It is the ability to maintain a given level of alertness over a
long period of time. Vigilance is affected by:

• Anticipation (which shortens observation detection time);
• Movement (time taken to do an activity);
• Distractions which can be noise, heat, humidity or sleep

deprivation;
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• Limits of mental load which can be too much information at
once to process, information provided too fast for easy de-
tection, work being boring (so that concentration is not
maintained) and the person being expected to concentrate
on a task for more than 30 minutes (Grandjean, 1988).

A good example of an accident that occurred as a result of em-
ployees being expected to be vigilant when they did not have the
mental capacity to do this is the accident that occurred at Long-
ford in 1998. At the Gas Plant at Longford operators worked a 12
hour shift. "On one occasion an incident occurred which led
ESSO incident investigators to count the number of alarms. The
figure for a 12 hour shift was 8,500 or 12 alarms every 60 sec-
onds!" "All alarms had to be responded to by silencing the audi-
ble alarm and switching the visual alarm from flashing mode to
steady state. The visual alarm would then remain illuminated
until the process had returned to normal. Many of these visual
alarms were located on a computer screen which could only con-
tain a certain number of alarm signals. Once that number was
exceeded, existing alarms would be hidden by a new page of
alarms and earlier ones could only be accessed by scrolling back-
wards" (Hopkins, 2000, p.42).

The operators did not have time to scroll backwards. As a conse-
quence of not being able to cope with the volume of signals re-
ceived the operators routinely allowed the plant to operate in
alarm mode as the plant operators were expected to keep produc-
tion going. Through lack of sustained alertness (vigilance) an
operator allowed the plant to continue production with the con-
densate liquid above 100%. This caused the warm oil pumps to
shut down. It took several hours for these pumps to be started
during which time the metal heat exchanger became very cold (-
50D C). When the warm oil was introduced there was brittle
metal fracture and the gas explosion that killed 2 men, injured 8
other people and cut off Melbourne's gas supply for 2 weeks.

Part of the cause of the accident at Longford was that the Engi-
neers, who knew about "brittle metal fracture", had been relo-
cated from the Longford plant to the head office in Melbourne.
The Royal Commission, which was held to investigate this acci-
dent, found that the control room operator was not to blame for
this accident as neither he, nor anyone else at this workplace,
understood what caused brittle metal fracture. When hundreds of
liters of fluid began flowing on the ground the operators thought
that the bolts just needed tightening. Maintenance men were
called to re-tension the bolts, but they found that no adjustment
was required. ESSO insisted that they had trained the employees
about aspects of operating the gas plant. When tested on what
they had learnt some of the employees had ticked the right an-
swer without understanding what their answer meant. For exam-
ple, an employee had ticked "thermal stress" as a correct answer
because that is what the book said was the correct answer. When
questioned in the Commission investigation, this employee said
he had no idea what "thermal stress" meant. Not understanding
what thermal stress was contributed to the employee's decision
to re-introduce warn oil into cold pipes, which was a cause of the
pipes rupturing.

At Longford the work needed to be reorganized so that only
safety critical tasks had alarms. Job rotation, hours of work and
effective employee education were all required to prevent future
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accidents due to the same or similar causes.

Lack of Education
In the case study of the Longford gas plant explosion a contribut-
ing factor to this accident was that the employees doing the work
at Longford had not received enough work related education
about the causes of brittle metal fracture. Lack of education
about work processes safety factors was also one of the causes of
another accident in which not only were employees' lives lost,
but which killed many people in the surrounding community.

On the night of 2 to the 3 of December in 1984, at the Union
Carbide India Ltd pesticide plant in Bhopal, a leak of methyl
isocyanate gas (MIG) and other chemicals from the plant resulted
in the immediate death of 3,787 people. A further 3,000 people
died within a week (official government figures. Other estima-
tions were that 30,000 people died within a week). The Indian
Government has recorded that 47,787 people have subsequently
died as a result of their exposure to the toxic gasses released by
the Union Carbide India Ltd pesticide plant in Bhopal and that
558,125 people were injured with, in some cases, severe and
disabling injuries.

The cause of this disaster was, amongst other factors, a lack of
education for Supervisors and operational employees about how
the plant worked. After the Technical Experts from the United
States of America left this Union Carbide Plant in India, opera-
tional and maintenance staff were reduced to half their normal
number, senior people left this company to work in more profit-
able companies and safety was neglected as the plant was not
making a profit. The local Indian employees did not have the
teclmical expertise to maintain safety. A cause of this accident
was that the plant operator at Bhopal had no prior experience
working in a hazardous facility and was not educated on how to
perform the work safely.

On the 26th November + the 2nd of December the Methyl isocy-
anate tank 60I could not be pressurized even though nitrogen
was reported to be flowing into the tank. There was no investiga-
tion as to why. An inexperienced Supervisor ordered that the
tank pipelines be washed to ensure that this was not the cause of
the blockage. A slip blind was not inserted by the operator to
stop water getting into holding tank 610 to prevent a violent
chemical reaction between water and Methyl isocyanate. There
was failure to recognize the source of the leak of toxic gas when
it started to flow due to lack of employee experience and educa-
tion. When the pressure in the Methyl isocyanate tank 601 in-
creased from 2 to 10 psig the shift operator for this tank did not
communicate this information to his Supervisor, or to the next
shift operator. The empty tank 619 was not used when tank 610
showed a sharp rise in pressure due to the plant operators not
knowing what to do and being stressed. At lam the toxic gas
alarm sounded, but an employee switched this alarm off immedi-
ately. On hearing the alarm the local police contacted the plant
and were told that nothing abnormal had happened. Between
2am and 2.30am the safety valve was resealed, but by this time
40 to 45 tons of Methyl isocyanate gas (MIG) had escaped
(Bowonder & Miyake, 1988).

Learning is gaining knowledge, or skills, by study, experience, or
being taught. Learning is a lifelong experience. Up to 70% of
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skills are learned from experience (Trautman, 2007). Before the
American experienced plant operators left the Union Carbide
India Ltd pesticide plant in Bhopal there should have been
buddying of inexperienced staff with experienced staff for on the
job learning. Bowonder & Miyake, (1988) reported that many of
the employee errors at the Union Carbide India Ltd pesticide
plant in Bhopal arose due to lack of employee training, lack of
employee skill development, having work procedures that were
not written in a language that employees could understand
(procedures were written in Technical English rather than the
local language ), there were no emergency procedures or previous
emergency management practices and the person in charge of the
plant that night lacked experience in handling such a situation.
In an emergency situation employees can become very stressed if
they have too much to do and remember.

Too Much to Remember
Memory is the process of storing incoming information in the
brain. There are two types of memory, short term and long term
memory. Short term memory is recent information. It is what a
person sees, hears, tastes or touches. Most information in short
term memory is quickly forgotten to prevent information over-
load. For long term memory it is necessary to supply meaning to
the information and to relate it to information already stored in
long term memory. This is why effective learning builds on peo-
ple's existing knowledge and adds new information to it.

Memory comes from the sub systems of sensory storage; includ-
ing visual (iconic) storage and auditory (echonic) storage. Infor-
mation in sensory storage needs to be transferred to working
memory. Information in working memory is transferred to long
term memory by semantically coding it. That is, supplying mean-
ing to the information and relating it to information already
stored in long term memory. For example, when an adult hears
the word dog, they can code it phonetically into the letters DOG
and this word can conjure up a picture of a dog that the person
has seen before. Effective ways to transfer information is to ana-
lyze the information, compare it with other information avail-
able, organize the information into meaningful chunks, use mne-
monics, or draw pictures of what is required to be remembered.
Transferring information into long term memory is assisted by
doing practical activities and by teaching other people. Glasser,
cited in Oliver, (2006, p2-3) wrote that people learn:

10% of what they read,
20% of what they hear,
30% of what they see,
50% of what they see and hear,
70% of what they discuss with others,
80% of what they experience personally, and
95% of what they teach someone else.

Information needs to be presented in meaningful and distinct
chunks for people to remember it. People can only remember 5-
9 chunks of information at a time (Saunders & McCormick,
/993) so work processes should not involve employees being
required to remember more than 5 pieces of information at a
time.

The control room operators at Longford in 1988 had too much to
remember to act effectively on all of the alarms that they ob-
served. Pape, Wiegmann & Shappell (2001) analysed 110 acci-
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dents and 69 incidents involving Air Traffic Controllers that oc-
curred between January 1995 and December 1997 in the United
States of America. Of these accidents and reported incidences
82% (147) were due to a break down in the attention or memory
processes of Controllers. Air Traffic Controllers often work 12
hour shifts and are required to be very focused on preventing the
collision of planes coming into, or leaving, the airport. What has
helped to decrease the number of accidents has been that most
commercial aircraft are operated by 2 highly skilled pilots who
share the "see-and-avoid" responsibilities with the Air Traffic
Controller. This highlights the importance of having a good
checking mechanism to assist with critical work related decision
making.

Poor Decision Making & Problem Solving
A good illustration of the importance of making good work re-
lated decisions comes from an analysis of the Moura Mine disas-
ter in which just before midnight on 7 August 1994 the first of
two explosions ripped through an underground coal mine at
Moura in outback Queensland. Twenty-one miners were working
there at the time. Ten managed to make their way through the
dust and heat to the surface more than a mile away, but 11 did
not. The dangerous conditions frustrated all attempts to enter the
mine and rescue any survivors or recover the victims. The mine
was later sealed. The cause of the initial explosion was most
likely triggered when a pocket of burning coal came into contact
with combustible methane gas in a section known as panel 512.
This was the third disaster from underground explosions in the
area - 13 miners died at nearby Kianga in 1975 and 12 at Moura
No.4 in 1986.

In the book, 'Managing major hazards. The lessons of the Moura
Mine disaster' by Hopkins (1999), there is a very good chapter
on decision making. The under manager in charge of the Moura
Mine had the information that the methane gas would enter the
explosive range sometime after 11.30pm that day. A new shift
started underground at 10.3Opm. This information about the ex-
pected time of explosive range of methane gas was not commu-
nicated to the Deputy in charge of the shift that was commencing
at lO.3Opm. The information on the expected time that the meth-
ane gas would be in the explosive range was not easily available
for the Deputy to have access to it, although the registered mine
manager, the shift under manager and the under manager in
charge had this information. The decision to send the miners
underground when the mine Methane gas was in an explosive
range was made by the Shift Deputy. Hopkins theorizes that the
Deputy made this decision because he was told by the shift under
manager that the mine "was so safe that he would go under-
ground and 'kiss the seals' if necessary" (Hopkins, 1999, p. 59).
The sealing ofthis area of the mine meant that it would no longer
be ventilated. The area was sealed to prevent oxygen entering as
heat could ignite the methane gas, as if there was not enough
oxygen in the mine air a fire would not be sustained. The sealing
of this area of the mine also meant that the concentration of
methane gas in this area of the mine would build up and enter the
calculated explosive range at about 11.30pm that night.

Other factors that may have affected this Deputy's decision mak-
ing were that, besides not being told that the methane gas in the
mine was going into an explosive range during his work shift, if
the Deputy did not take his team to work in the mine that night
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the Deputy would be called a wimp and the mine would not have
met its production target. The mine did not have a policy stating
when Deputies could refuse to take their work crew underground
due to safety concerns. The Deputy was expected to make a non-
programmed decision with insufficient relevant information.
This story highlights the importance of people being given
enough information to be able to make informed decisions about
safety, that peer pressure can influence decision making and that
not having a clear policy about when it was safe for mine work-
ers to work underground cost the life of 11 men when the mine
exploded at 11.35pm that night.

There are two major ways that decisions are made in a work-
place. One is programmed decisions. Programmed decisions are
based on documented organization rules, documented standard
operating procedures and in allowing the organizational structure
(from workplace supervisor to Chief Executive Officer depend-
ing on the importance of the decision and level of knowledge
required to make the decision) to be used to handle problems. To
make programmed decisions employees need to follow organiza-
tional rules.

The second type of decision is an un-programmed decision that
there are no rules for and for which judgment, intuition and crea-
tivity must to be used to make the decision. Many errors occur
when employees must make un-programmed decisions, particu-
larly if there is inadequate information available to make this
decision, as happened in the Moura Mine disaster. Cognitive
Ergonomics is the way people detect & process information. De-
cision making and problem solving are part of processing infor-
mation.

Accident prevention by considering cognitive
ergonomic factors
The following is a model of accident prevention strategies that
consider cognitive ergonomic factors. This model includes em-
ployee perceptions, attention, considering the equipment to be
used, the workplace, work processes, education, memory and
decision making.

If cognitive ergonomic factors are considered in the workplace
design stage, everything in the workplace is logical, there are
warnings of danger and risks are controlled this will eliminate
the cause of many accidents.

When examining accident case studies many accidents are noted
to be due to people being new to a workplace or to work proc-
esses or to being unfamiliar with using equipment. Education
and supervision are very important in these situations. People
need an orientation to their workplace, work processes and the
equipment that they will be required to use. A good way to pro-
vide supervision is to buddy inexperienced employees with ex-
perienced employees. Le Goubin (2009) recommends that inex-
perienced employees be given a peer mentor to help them learn
what to do safely in the workplace. Peer mentoring is one of the
best ways to not only provide employees with adequate supervi-
sion but also to develop the education and skills of the person
who is the mentor (Oliver, 2006).

In both the Bhopal and the Moura Mine disasters there was in-
adequate handover of information for decision making and prob-
lem solving. To prevent accidents occurring there must be both
good oral and written communication at the start of the work
shift, during the shift and at the end of the shift so that the in-
coming workers have all necessary information to make good
decisions. Employees must be give adequate information and
education to be able to make safe decisions.

Having the information available to make programmed decisions
is important, but there are times when employees need to think
critically and make un-programmed decisions. For example, in
the Piper Alpha disaster Appleton, (1993) wrote that when there
was an explosion and a fire developed on the Piper Alpha gas
platform all employees had been trained to go the accommoda-
tion block if an emergency occurred as the normal method of
transport to and from this gas platform was by helicopter and the
landing platform for the helicopter was on top of the accommo-
dation block. It should have been apparent to the people on this
gas platform, within a few minutes of the oil fire developing, and

COGNITIVE ACCIDENT PREVENTION FACTORS
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Figure 2. Consideration of cognitive ergonomic factors in accident prevention.
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certainly once the gas fire enveloped the platform, that there was
no possibility of a helicopter being able to land due to the smoke
and flames. Employees only chance of survival was to fight their
way through the smoke and flames, jump into the sea and hope
to be picked up immediately by one of the ships which had come
to help. There were no orders to do this from any of the senior
personnel on board this platform. One hundred and sixty seven
men died from following a programmed decision. Sixty two
men lived as they evaluated the situation and made an un-
programmed decision to jump into the sea where they were
picked up by rescue boats.

Several of the accident case studies in this paper are related to
the unsafe use of equipment. To prevent accident, for any new
equipment, or for any equipment that an employee is unfamiliar
with using, there should be education and supervision until the
employee is competent in using the equipment. For example, in
the syringe driver case, if the dose of medicine had been checked
by 2 people the error may have been prevented. If the pilots for
Flight 92 had been trained in a simulator on how to fly the 737-
400 air craft then 47 passengers would not have been killed. If
the employees at Bhopal had been educated to include a slip
blind to prevent water entering the Methyl isocyanate holding
tank then over 5,000 people would not have died due to gas poi-
soning. Considering cognitive ergonomic factors is very impor-
tant in preventing accidents from occurring.

Summary
Cognitive Ergonomics is the way people think, perceive and in-
terpret information. It includes people's way of learning, their
motivation, memory ability and matching what people see and do
to their cognitive expectations so that they can work more safely
and more productively.
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WSO Code of Ethics

Members of the WSO,
by virtue of their acceptance of membership into the WSO,

are bound to the following Code of Ethics regarding
their activities associated with the WSO:

Members must be responsible for ethical and professional conduct
in relationships with clients, employers, associates, and the public.

Members must be responsible for professional competence
in performance of all their professional activities.

Members must be responsible for the protection of professional interest, reputation,
and good name of any deserving WSO member

or member of other professional organization involved in safety
or associate disciplines.

Members must be dedicated to professional development of new members
in the safety profession and associated disciplines.

Members must be responsible for their complete sincerity
in professional service to the world.

Members must be responsible for continuing improvement and development
of professional competencies in safety and associated disciplines.

Members must be responsible for their professional efforts
to support the WSO motto:

"Making Safety a Way of Life ... Worldwide."
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WSO Statement of Purpose and Objective

WSO's purpose is to internationalize all safety fields, including occupational
and environmental safety and health, accident prevention movement, etc., and
to disseminate throughout the world the practices skills, arts, and technologies
of safety and accident prevention.

WSO's objective is to protect people, property, resources, and the environment
on local, regional, national, and international levels. WSO membership is open
to all individuals and entities involved in the safety and accident prevention
field, regardless of race, color, creed, ideology, religion, social status, sex, or po-
litical beliefs.

WSO is in Consultative Category II Status (Non-Governmental Organization-
NGO)to the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations.

The WSOis a Not-for-Profit Corporation (Missouri, USA),
non-sectarian, non-political movement dedicated to

"Making Safety a Way of Life ...Worldwide."
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